
Sketchbook Practice and Reflective Prompts: 

Here are some ideas and prompts for your journaling practice over 

the next week or so. Feel free to play around with these ideas.  

Do as much or as little as you feel like and have fun! 

 

 

 

Collage and Composition 

Experiment with different ways of creating more collage papers, stenciling, 

printing, drawing, lifting paint etc.  

Seek out found objects and materials that might be interesting to use. Examples 

might be magazines, ticket stubbs, old books, music, photographs.  

Explore using different types of surface from blank white, or coloured paper to 

painted surfaces, either in your sketchbook or on loose paper.  

You might also like to explore the different composition structures and see which 

ones of those you find appealing.  

Continue to develop the collage “paintings” and studies you began during the ses-

sion if they are not finished, or do more if they are not.   

You may like to explore bringing in paint and other materials. For example pastel, 

pen or graphite and see how that works for you.  

If you use Pinterest you might like to begin some boards about collage.   

 



 

 

 

 

Collage and Composition 

Reflections: 

What did you find interesting or exciting from the collage practice.  

How easy or difficult did you find the exercises?  What were you telling your-

self as you were completing them?  

What did you begin to identify as your signals that you were doing something 

that felt like and interesting or useful direction to pursue.  

How did you find the experience of noticing feelings of completion or satisfac-

tion as you were working.  

Were you able to notice feelings?  Or was this something that you found diffi-

cult in some way.  

Notice anything in your internal dialogue as you engage with this process that 

is helpful and supportive or critical .  

Has this exercise raised any questions to bring to the coaching session on 

Wednesday? 

 

 


